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Sniper Ops

The R2 corebook contains very little support gear
for sniper Operatives — there’s the K80 sniper
rifle, arguably some of the OmniHUD plugins,
and...nothing.

Here’s a little more love for our long-range friends.

Penfield P200 Cost: 770L
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Manufacturer: Libertaria Unicorp Ballistics
Ammo: 8.5mm Magazine: 6 Fire: Single Skill: 2

The Penfield P200 has an integrated folding
bipod. Steadying the P200 on its bipod is an
Activity; while steadied, it adds Sniper range
to the gun’s Optimal range bands.

Atropos Cost: 1500L
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Manufacturer: Robot Proprioception Labs
Ammo: 12mm Magazine: 10 Fire: Single/Burst 3
Skill: 0

A hexapod walking drone with Handling
2 and smart-matter suction feet for all-
surface all-orientation positioning, the Atro-
pos sports a grav-stabilised 12mm longarm
in a pan-tiltmount, with a hyperspectral tar-
geting sensor pod.

Onboard support for Neurostreaming al-
lows the remote operator to sight directly
using the drone’s sensorium; aim-assist fea-
tures give a +1 die result bonus to Firearm
Attacks made with the Atropos while Neu-
rostreaming.

Skeiron Cost: 120L

Manufacturer: Wayne Norris Armouries
This tennis-ball-sized gravitic drone inte-
grates a precision anemometer; when de-
ployed, its onboard ballistics correction
package provides a +1 die result bonus to
Firearm Attacks made outdoors at Sniper
range.

Target Acquisition TAQ-Cloak Cost: 500L

Manufacturer: Wayne Norris Armouries
The TAQ-Cloak is a smart-fabric active cam-
ouflage covering for reducing your visibility.

⏵ While moving, the camouflage be-
comes ineffective.

⏵ When still, roll Subterfuge whenever
someone might detect you.

⏵ Step your die size down if they wit-
nessed your last movement; other-
wise, step your die size up.

⏵ They can only find you if your roll fails.

⏵ The camouflage loses effectiveness,
and you must attempt to re-establish
Subterfuge, if they witness you move.

Midnight Special Cost: 520L

Manufacturer: Goku Cybernetics
TheMidnight Special is a cyberware replace-
ment eye, supplied singly; it replaces 1 box
of Body. Designed to seamlessly integrate
with all leading smartgun and aim-assist
systems, it provides a +1 die result bonus to
Firearm Attacks.
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